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EWF is accelerating the development of the most 
valuable blockchain-based energy sector dApps

Certificates of origin

Utility billing

Demand response

Electric vehicles

Transactive 
energy

EWF’s ecosystem has prioritized these five application domains:
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EWF has shared v1 of EW Origin with the public 
and showcased several pilots—with more 
currently in development
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These examples involved real companies with real physical assets and actual, 
real-time generation and consumption data, but no financial transfer

Microsoft

DBS

E.ON

Grid Singularity

Sonnen

Engie

SP Group

TWL

German households

Sonnen

Use scenario

Green attribute 
ownership transfer 
based on demand of 
buyer

Consumption-based 
ownership transfer

Tracking battery off-
take vs. injection

Generator Buyer
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EW Origin is an end-to-end, open-source, 
blockchain-based toolkit for REC, GO, I-REC 
trading, tracking, and reporting
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Key benefits of EW Origin

Hourly kWh data 
uploads

Interoperability 
with EVs, batteries

Avoided marginal 
CO2 emissions info

Disintermediated 
and consistent UX

Greater automation

Plug-and-play 
adaptability

Aggregation and 
other new features

Lower transaction 
costs

Reduced barriers to 
entry
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EW Origin enhances transparency, modernizes 
user experience, and increases access for 
renewables markets
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EW Origin will support advanced deals like PPAs 
and enable aggregation for smaller market 
participants
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EWF is developing an open-source reference 
implementation of the EW Origin toolkit for 
PJM GATS in collaboration with PJM EIS
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EW “Asset Registry”
The global EWF asset registry where all 
assets, devices, and users are documented 
and where the provenance of renewable 
production information at the kWh level are 
documented

EW Origin “Market Toolkit”
Framework and tools providing various 
features for a marketplace for trading 
RECs, GOs, and I-RECs

EW Origin “Issuer Toolkit”
Framework for issuing and tracking 
ownership for RECs, GOs, and I-RECs at the 
kilowatt-hour (kWh) level

EW Origin Full Reference Implementation
Combines the Market Toolkit, Issuer Toolkit, and Registry in a single 
reference implementation in one market that ultimately any issuing 
body or registry can reference, modify, and adopt
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EWF released v1 of EW Origin in April 2018 
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Current EW Origin Capabilities

1. Onboard renewable generation and 
energy consumption assets

2. Onboard generators and buyers

3. Onboard renewable energy demands

4. Upload kWh generation data (“tags”)

5. Transfer ownership of available tags by 
matching with onboarded demands

6. Claim (and retire) tags 

7. Generate certificate from claimed tags

8. Send reports containing certificate(s)
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EWF developed reference implementations for 
different device connection scenarios

Meterdevice1
kW, kWh

Meterdevice2
kW, kWh

SCADA

EWF
Full Client

+ Bond code to 
SCADA API

CPU / server

EWF
Full Client

CPU / server
Smart meter

Energy 
measurement

kW, kWh

small CPU

Thin Client and 
Bond code to 

meter FW

DAQ / meter device Hardware with CPU Client software + X Block chainAsset API, billing boarder

SCADA / Server

Origin on a SoM

In a smart meter

Tobalaba

Tobalaba

Tobalaba

decent CPU

EWF
Light Client

+ Bond code to 
provided API

SoM

Origin Bond

Meterdevice(s)
kW, kWh

SCADA
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1. Connect to data source
a. Read kWh-data (e.g. Smire), Bond Code class
b. Read GetWatttime. calc, data quality  ...
c. Parse and convert collected data
d. Persist raw data locally
e. Persist proof  in Tobalaba
f. Check health status + basic  error handling

i. OK -> “sleep” and then a.
ii. Error -> 2.

2. Clean up (FS and connections)
a. Release resources
b. Log error 
c. Send mail to admin/service
d. Start over at 1.

EUMEL
Smart meter 

(PV)

ENGIE
windmill

SCADA, API ...

Any source with 
API

Large assets interface

-> A sequencer with a modular energy data interface

EWF Bond  
REST API

Origin Bond Code

TobalabaLight Client 

The EW Origin Bond Code takes energy data at 
kWh level and puts persistent data on light client
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EWF is using the Artik 710 device as a powerful 
SoM to securely host the EW Origin bond code 
and EWF light client



SD
Flash

Computing device 
CPU, storage, network, …

Artik710
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EWF is using ResinOS to support EW Origin bond 
code, EWF light client, and “watchdog”

Network
(LAN, WIFI, GSM, LTE, …)

Grid

Metering

Any ORIGIN
ernery data 

source/sink with  
verified metering

Watchdog 
module

Container 2

Light-
Client

Container 3

Persistend data: Config files + ID

- all private stuff (Node ID, 0x0deadbeaf…)
- local kWh history storage, status, error log, ...

Shared data volume 1 

device supervisor

Tobalaba

kWh

Watch dog 
(OS level)

Origin 
Bond 
Code 

Container 1

Asset
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More details on ResinOS and Resin.Io

OS focused on IoT security and secure fleet management

• ResinOS: Open source 
Linux based on Yocto

• Resin.io: Secure tool 
chain from git push to 
device provisioning

• Trusted CI/CD to the fleet 
via VPN manager

• Supports Artik platform

Source: Resin.io
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The Resin.io dashboard

Origin 
Bond 
Code 

… in action
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Onboarding via Origin REST API

https://github.com/energywebfoundation/bond/blob/master/core/ref/api_contract.yaml, 
https://editor.swagger.io/#!/

Create your server stub and integrate your production/consumption data with Origin 
easily

Swagger.io: api_contract.yaml

https://github.com/energywebfoundation/bond/blob/master/core/ref/api_contract.yaml
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Existing pilots

Requested pilots

EWF has cultivated strong interest in EW 
Origin pilots among Affiliates and others


